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The lack of materials information  
slows materials innovation 

What are the properties 
of known materials? 

What new, useful 
materials might exist? 

How can I optimize 
a material over 
multiple criteria?  

X 
X 

Often, experience is the only guide. 

X 



We know nothing about most compounds 

There are about 50,000 to 200,000 known inorganic compounds 

Elastic constants:  about 200 compounds!
Super conductors  "#1000!
Dielectric constant " 300-400!

For almost every property we are below 1% in coverage …. 
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We have the technology to do better … 
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Good agreement with experiment:  Voltage of 
materials in Li battery 



Compute once, compute twice, … 

H!  =  E!
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Can we compute everything ?!

+ 

Computing is scalable!

= 



Enabling more efficient materials research and 
design for the larger materials community 

The Materials (Genome) Project!

To calculate as much as we can on everything  



Scaling Property Prediction to all known Inorganic 
Compounds is within reach 

EXAMPLE 

 Energy of a compound ! 1 CPU day 
 All known inorganic compounds ! 2-3 Million CPU hours 

HOPPER  (NERSC) 

! 36 hrs 

1.7 Billion CPU hrs in 2011 



A public Project to compute “all” properties of all 
inorganic materials!

Formerly the “Materials Genome Project” 



•  Fill in ʻmissingʼ property data on all known 
compounds!

•  Assist researchers in predicting new compounds"

•  Provide input data to higher order models"

•  Enable rapid screening and data mining!

•  Provide a design environment"

Goals!
Increase the available basic information on compound by orders of magnitude 

Why should you not know the elastic constants of every compound, the 
absorption properties, the crystal structure, the surface energies, … ? 



Team Work and Software Infrastructure 
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!   ≈ 20,000 (public) compounds and growing daily!
!   Multiple tools based on computed data!



Thousands of Ground State Phase 
Diagrams available at 
www.materialsproject.org 

Li 

O 
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Launched Oct 11 2011 

!  >1,800 users 

!  > 5000 phase 
diagrams generated 

!  > 6000 structure 
predictions executed 

Usage!



Some 
Feedback!

I am so incredibly happy an effort like this exists now... I have been lamenting 
for years that despite the importance of materials we have remained relatively 
unaided by the information age. Please please don't stop growing!    Cymbet 

… I would like to say I am happy to see the creation of this site …  CoorsTek 

Materials Genome is a wonderful project. Please accept my appreciation to you 
to release it free and easy to access to all DFT researchers.   …  Toyota 

Ari Kat Pte, Ltd L-3 Communications, Dais Analytic Corp, Lightscape Materials Inc 
Owens Corning, Spheric Technologies Laser Caldding Services, Johnson Matthey 
Magna Internationa,l CoorsTe,k Vitrovita, CTC SELEE Corporation, Momentive 
Performance Materials, Materials Modification, Inc. Delphi Powertrain, U.S. Resistor Inc. 
Momentive, Mars Mineral, Kennametal, Asemblon, Pratt and Whitney, Rocketdyne 
Whidden Technical Associates, BMW, HVM Plasma Ltd.,  Nextron corp. , Ultramet 
Advanced Materials Solutions, Ultramet, CBW TechServices, Adaptive Computing  
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Volta meets Schrödinger: Li-ion Batteries  
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H" = E"! = -µ/zF 
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oxides! phosphates! borates! silicates! sulfates!

Range of today’s 
known materials 

High capacity tends to be 
associated with instability 
of structure 

High voltage destroys 
electrolyte and is 
associated with lack 
of safety 

High-throughput voltage calculations 



Multiple filters are used to evaluate cathode materials 

? 
Voltage / 
Energy density 

Structural integrity 
Stability 

Safety Li+ diffusivity 



Cathode safety: 
what can happen if it releases O2! 



Is high voltage related to lack of safety ? 

More safe 

Less safe 



Which phosphates ? 

Higher valence and higher 
weight of cation 

Lower valence and lower 
weight of cation 

1 electron in phosphate 
(e.g. LiFePO4) ! 170 
mAh/g  



Finding novel phosphates with V in them 

which elements can substitute for each other ?"

very powerful for materials design "



New mixed phosphate-pyrophosphate discovered 

Chemistry Novelty Energy density  
vs. LiFePO4 

% of theoretical capacity 
already achieved in the lab 

Li9V3(P2O7)3(PO4)2 New 20% greater ~65% 



Calculations predict that  
Li3M(CO3)(PO4) compounds 
may be good for Li 
intercalation. 
 (M = Fe, Mn, Ni, Co) 

But NO Li containing carbono 
phosphates AT ALL are 
known in nature ! 

Design of completely new chemical class of cathode materials 
“Sidorenkites”  Li-containing Carbono-phosphates 

Made many synthetic 
carbonophosphates with Mn 
replaced by Fe, Co, Ni … 27!



“Sidorenkites”  Li-containing carbono-phosphates 



Properties – current 
and in progress 

o Crystal structure!
o Ground State phase diagram:  open and 
closed system conditions!
o Nanophase stability!
o Bandstructure!

o Bandgap!
o Mobilities!
o Absorption!
o Seebeck Coefficient!

o Phonon spectra!
o Free energies!
o Electron phonon coupling!
o Ionic mobility!
o Surface energies (vacuum and in water)!
o Pourbaix diagrams: corrosion, stability, …!
o Point defect energies!
o Solubility limits!
o Li/Na insertion/conversion voltage!

o Alkaline battery cathodes!
o Li-ion battery electrodes!
o Na-ion battery electrodes!
o Electrolytes!
o Rechargeable Mg-ion batteries!
o Solid State Ion conductors!
o Hg capture from gas streams!
o Corrosion/Stability in Water!
o Photocatalysts!
o Thermoelectrics!

Selection of properties driven 
by partners and applications 



1.  Phase stability (Synthesis) 
2.  Band gaps (Absorption) 
3.  Band edges (H2/O2 evolution) 
4.  Water stability (Device lifetime) 

semiconductor water 

photon 

H2 

O2 

Predict computational models to 
predict the four key properties 

Water splitting photo catalysts 

We systematically developed methods 
to predict each of these ! 



Developed Ab Initio Pourbaix diagrams  
Predict stability in aqueous solutions 

Work led by Kristin Persson LBNL 

Calculated Experimental 

Applications to photocatalysis, corrosion, hydrothermal synthesis, fuel cells, 
batteries, etc. 



Ta3N5 clearly not stable in water 

Work led by Kristin Persson LBNL 



! 

“bringing science 
solutions to the world” 

We have the ability 
to transform 
materials R&D 

A community materials 
science project 

Mat. 
Dev. 



Challenges and Observations 



This is a great way of 
dissemination 

New Materials are mostly designed by 
experimentalists, not by theorist/computational 
scientist.  We need to give them the data and 
insights, rather than codes 



1.7 Billion CPU hrs in 2011 

Computing 

Government computing needs to move into the 21st Century   

“Efficiency” of computing centers is about keeping processors 
busy, not necessarily about what is most useful for science 

But not available for High throughput computing activity ! 



Experimental data 

Experimental data in Materials is poorly archived, poorly 
classified.  This makes prediction validation/checking 
limited to single case comparisons.   

This is a very difficult problem, but one that can bring 
enormous benefits 



Synthesis 

Rational Synthesis:  Property prediction is maturing fast.  
We can perceive a future where true computational design 
of materials is reality. 

But can it be made ?   

We need to start focusing on the science of how materials 
are made ?   



Infrastructure 

Large characterization facilities are infrastructure 
Large computing facilities are infrastructure 
Maybe data warehousing and delivery should also be 
infrastructure ? 



The Google of Materials Properties is arriving 

! Materials are the cornerstone of energy innovation 

! Materials properties can be predicted ab initio. 

! We will reach the point where basic properties of all 
materials are computed: A Materials Genome  

www.materialsproject.org 


